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Abstract 
For ergonomic assessment of manual assembly tasks, digital simulation has received increasing attention due to its efficiency 
compared to physical prototypes. One of the crucial parts of digital simulation is an accurate animation of the digital human 
model (DHM). Current digital simulation tools such as Delmia V5 require interactive manual editing to produce animations, 
which is time consuming and can look unnatural. On the other hand, data-driven motion synthesis that is based on motion capture 
data can produce natural motions with little user involvement. The practical difficulty lies in processing motion data into a 
parameterized motion model. A common approach is decomposing motions and categorizing them into finite short motion 
primitives. For each motion primitive, motion data is represented as a numerical vector, on which functional principal component 
analysis (FPCA) is applied to reduce dimensionality. In this work, different ways of representing joint angles from motion 
capture data are explored: Euler angle, quaternion and exponential map. The data representations are evaluated for their 
reconstruction error with FPCA. In the tests, quaternion representation shows best performance for motion data representation, 
which contradicts a preference in literature for exponential map representation. Therefore, quaternion representation is 
considered appealing for statistically modelling motion data.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
In large series production such as in automotive industry, 
manual assembly processes are common – especially for 
variant rich products. These processes are thoroughly planned 
and verified so that processes on the shop floor are stable and 
efficient at start of production (c. [1]). One essential point of 
verification is ergonomics, which ensures that workers are 
able to carry out assembly activities for long periods without 
negative health impact (s. [2]). 
The traditional way of ergonomic assessment for manual 
assembly process requires a physical prototype [3], i.e. an 
early release of the product [4]. With the ongoing trend to 
shorter life cycles and increased numbers of product variants 
[5], more prototypes are required for process verification. 
 Simulation of manual assembly processes has the potential 
of reducing prototype cost (c. [5]). For example, Delmia V5 is 
used at Daimler for manufacturing design and verification. 
While Delmia V5 provides high quality simulations, modeling 
requires manually specifying poses for the virtual human 
model. The simulation of a task of one minute simulated time 
can require several hours of modeling time [7]. 
Digital simulation tools such as EMA that reduce modeling 
effort are available [8]. However, naturalness of motions is 
visibly reduced so that some motions are hard to identify (c. 
[7]), which reduces ergonomics experts’ acceptance.  
One popular approach to address naturalness is motion 
capture data driven motion synthesis. Data driven motion 
synthesis approaches that derive new motions from previously 
recorded motion capture data promise high motion quality 
while keeping modeling effort low. However, data driven 
motion synthesis suffers from the high-dimensional input data 
sets that result from motion capture. Therefore, dimension 
reduction is required. A method that is widely employed is 
functional principal component analysis (FPCA, c. e.g. [9]). 
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For FPCA to effectively reduce input dimensions, adequate 
data representation is crucial.  
This work focuses on skeleton based motion capture data 
with fixed bone lengths. Therefore, input data consists of a 
root node position that is accompanied by a set of joint angles.  
There are several publications that report representing 
these angles in different ways. Tilmanne and Dutoit suggest 
on a principal basis that the exponential map representation 
should be employed [10]. 
In the following sections, three joint angle representations 
are compared for the motion types walk, carry, pick and place: 
Euler angles, quaternions and exponential map. This analysis 
derives experimental evidence, which of the representations is 
suited best for FPCA based dimension reduction.  
2. Motion Data Parameterization Methods 
The task of motion data parameterization is to numerically 
represent motion capture data for further data analysis. Many 
motion capture systems track joint markers of human 
skeletons [11]. An intuitive way to represent motion data is to 
directly use the global 3D Cartesian position of each joint of 
the skeleton. Then the full-body pose is represented as a 
vector of ordered joints position. However, this approach is 
not widely used in statistical analysis of motion data, because 
the skeleton is not implicitly preserved, and new variances 
introduced by statistical methods could break the skeleton 
during virtual human action.  
This work focuses on motion data in a relative translation 
and orientation parameterization method. This type of 
methods is widely used in statistical human motion modeling 
[12][13][14]. The full-body pose is represented as root 
position and orientation as well as joint relative orientation. 
One of the main appealing properties to use this 
parameterization is that skeleton information is implicitly 
preserved. However, parameterizing three degree-of-freedom 
(DOF) rotation is a nontrivial problem.  
Euler angles are widely used to represent joint orientation 
[15]. An Euler angle defines a rotation about one of the 
coordinate axes. So for three DOF, three Euler angles are used 
for three single-axis rotations. Euler angle representation is 
easy to understand the meaning of each variable. However, 
three DOF Euler rotations suffer from gimbal lock [16], 
which means one DOF is “locked up”. Furthermore, Euler 
angles represent 3D rotation as rotations about x, y, z axes 
independently, ignoring the correlation between x, y, z 
rotations. Another problem about Euler angles are 
singularities [15], which means that two set of rotation angles 
may correspond to the same rotation.  
Quaternions have a long history for representing rotation in 
computer graphics [16]. Quaternions are hypercomplex values 
with a real part and three imaginary parts that represent a 
rotation in three degrees of freedom. A quaternion is defined 
as follows: 
 
[ , , , ]w x y zq q q q q                                                         (1) 
 
where q is quaternion vector, 
wq is the real part of quaternion, 
, ,x y zq q q are imaginary part of quaternion.  
Since unit quaternions are free from gimbal lock, 
quaternion must be normalized to achieve this property. 
Furthermore, quaternions suffer from the singularity problem, 
e.g. q  and 'q correspond to the same rotation.  
The Exponential map is in general a re-parameterization of 
a quaternion [17]. It maps vectors in 3R into unit quaternion: 
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where 3,|| ||R T  v v .  
Exponential map has the benefit that it linearizes 
quaternions [15]. However, since an exponential map is a 
conversion of a quaternion, the singularity problem still exists.  
3. Motion Data Preprocessing 
Generally, data driven motion synthesis is not conducted 
on raw but on preprocessed motion capture data. These 
preprocessing steps remove inner structure and redistribute 
variance across values. For the experimental setup of this 
work, structurally similar motions are decomposed into 
motion primitives (e.g. a walk motion into right stance and 
left stance). Next, these cut motions are aligned against each 
other (c. [18]). 
 
 
Fig. 1. Work-flow of motion decomposition: (a) the input frame sequence; (b) 
defined key frames, from left to right: double stance, right stance and left 
stance; (c) automatically extracted key frames from frame sequence; (d) 
segment motion into clips and categorize them into different motion 
primitives based on key frames. 
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3.1. Motion Decomposition 
Although each human action displays a large range of 
variations, the high level structures can be considered finite 
[18]. Fig. 1.a shows a sequence of walking. Some patterns are 
repeated as a sequence of alternating left step, right step and 
double step. These patterns can be defined by labelling key 
frames in the frame sequence and segment motions into small 
clips that are separated by key frames. For instance for normal 
walking, three key poses are defined: Double stance, left 
stance and right stance (see Fig. 1.b). If clips share the same 
starting and ending key frames, they are categorized into the 
same motion primitive. Our knowledge about motion style is 
also embedded into each motion primitive, because the clips 
in one motion primitive share some common properties. For 
example, the contact information is always consistent for 
walking.  
A good decomposition should make the similarity large for 
motion segments within the same motion primitive, and small 
for motion segments in different motion primitives. Based on 
this criterion, we define two kinds of frame as key frames: 
x Frame instances when a contact state transition occurs. For 
example, during walking, foot contact with ground 
alternatively changes (e.g. left foot strike).  
x Frame instance when highest visual content changes.  
For walking, the extraction of key frames is detected by 
extracting dominant features such as contact points in the 
frame sequence (see Fig. 1.c). For picking and placing, key 
frame labelling is done manually in order to avoid errors.   
3.2. Motion Alignment 
After motion decomposition, motion clips in the same 
motion primitive may have different length, orientation and 
position. A translation and rotation invariant frame distance 
(following [19]) is applied to measure the similarity between 
frames, and dynamic time warping techniques (following [20]) 
are used use to align all motion clips in one motion primitive 
to the reference motion clip. The reference motion clip is 
chosen by finding the one with minimal average frame 
distance to other clips in one motion primitive. The canonical 
timeline 1,...,t T is defined by reference motion clip, and 
all the other clips with different timeline 1,..., 't T are 
mapped to this canonical timeline. After motion alignment, 
each motion clip ( )M t  is decoupled as geometric parameter 
( )s t and temporal parameter ( )w t . 
3.3. Motion Data Smoothing 
For testing quaternion representations in a practical 
relevant setting, the singularity problem is addressed by 
applying smoothing on quaternions. Fig. 2 (top) displays qua-
ternion values for one joint over frames extracted from data 
after post-processing. It is visible that sign flipping occurs 
frequently, which comes from motion alignment. This pheno-
menon breaks the assumption of FPCA based dimension 
reduction that motion data changes smoothly over time.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Quaternion component for the right shoulder before (top) and after 
(bottom) smoothing. 
In order to eliminate this singularity problem, for each 
frame, the closest matching quaternion for the next frame is 
chosen, where angular distance between quaternion is 
considered: 
 
( , ') ( , ') ( , ') 0dist dist if dist  !q q q q q q                  (3)    
 
where q and 'q are two quaternions having opposite 
orientation. 
4. Testing Angle Representations for Dimension 
Reduction 
4.1. Angle representation  
Each aligned motion clip in a motion primitive is 
represented as a numerical vector with equal length to each 
other by sequentially concatenating pose parameters of each 
frame after motion data pre-processing.  
For Euler angle representation, the vector starts with the 
Cartesian root joint position, which is followed by the first 
frame’s Euler angles of each joint, then the second frame’s 
and so forth. For quaternion and exponential map 
representations, Euler angles are replaced with the respective 
values. The resulting raw motion data has more than 10000 
dimensions for each aligned motion clip.  
Before applying dimension reduction, all motion vectors 
are normalized because root joint position and angle 
representation are not in the same unit. In order to avoid 
influence of larger position vector elements of the root node 
to overall variance, the root positions are normalized into the 
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same range as each angle representation. 
4.2. Functional PCA 
Functional PCA is a variant of standard PCA, which 
regards multivariate data as samples from a continuous 
function. There are different implementations of Functional 
PCA [21]. In this work, it is assumed that joint orientation 
parameters are continuously changing over frames. Therefore, 
joint angle trajectories can be interpolated with a smooth 
function, which is defined as an expansion of basis functions: 
1
1
{ ,..., } ( ) ( ),
K
i in i ik k
k
x x x t c t K nI
 
o o ¦              (4) 
where inx  denotes quaternion value of i-th joint in n-th frame, 
( )ix t  denotes a continuous function, ( )k tI  denotes cubic b-
spline basis functions. 
Each function ( )ix t  is represented by coefficients of the 
basis functions. So for each joint parameter, the dimension is 
reduced from n to K. Each motion is represented as a vector 
of sequentially concatenated coefficients of each joint 
parameter. Standard principal component analysis is applied 
to the functional representation of motion data. Therefore, 
motion clips can be represented the mean motion 0p  and 
weighted sum of Eigenvectors ip : 
0 1[ ,..., ]M s p p p D                                                       (5) 
where s is functional representation of motion data, 0p  
denotes the mean motion, ip denotes eigenvector of 
functional data, D  denotes the eigen-weights vector.  
5. Experimental Results 
5.1. Motion Capture Data 
The motion capture data used for the experiments is 
captured using an Optitrac Flex13 system with three different 
actors. The captures motion data set contains four elementary 
actions: walking, carrying, picking and placing performed in 
assembly workshop scenario. The details of the data that is 
used can be found in Table 1. 
Table 1. Motion Capture Data. 
 walking carrying picking placing 
No. captured motions 124 144 194 186 
No. primitives per 
motion 
3 3 3 3 
No. key frames 6 6 2 2 
 
Fig. 3. Reconstruction error of 100 training samples for walk using Euler, 
quaternion and exponential map representations. 
5.2. PCA efficiency 
Preprocessing steps described in section 3 are applied to 
the elementary actions. Table 1 shows how many key frames 
and motion primitives are found in each elementary action.  
For each motion sample, the root mean square (RMS) error 
is measured between the reconstructed motion sample from 
dimension reduction and original motion sample. It is 
computed by averaging the error of global joint positions 
between the original motion and the reconstructed motion. 
Therefore, the RMS is independent from the angle 
parameterization methods.  
Fig. 3 shows the root mean square (RMS) error of full 
body of reconstructing 100 training samples of picking from 
functional PCA. Euler angle shows the highest RMS errors 
while quaternion shows lowest. RMS errors for exponential 
map representation are higher than for quaternion 
representation for low numbers of principal components. For 
numbers larger than 30 quaternion and exponential map 
representations yield comparable results. 
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction error for four actions using ten principal components 
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Note that no smoothing is applied for Euler angles and that 
without smoothing, Euler angles still yields higher RMS error 
then quaternion or exponential map representations.  
Fig. 4 shows reconstruction errors for all parameterization 
methods of four elementary actions using first 10 principal 
components. The number has been chosen because this 
number is considered adequate for data driven motion 
synthesis. 
RMS errors are lower for walking and carrying, and higher 
for picking and placing. Quaternion representation shows a 
visibly lower RMS error for walking than exponential map. 
For carrying, picking and placing, the order of RMS error 
stays the same. However, the RMS error difference is smaller.  
6. Discussion 
While Johnson [17] suggests that exponential map is 
preferable for statistical modeling model if linear dimension 
reduction approaches are employed our empirical analysis 
shows that quaternions may be betters suited.  
This benefit could be reproduced for different types of 
motions. In general, reconstruction error increases with the 
increase of the complexity of motions. From Fig. 4, it is 
visible that Euler angle representation results are quite 
sensitive to the complexity of motion. The benefit of 
quaternions seems to be largest for simple motions such as 
walking if the number of principal components is low. For 
complex motions such as picking and placing, the difference 
becomes less obvious. However, even for complex motions 
with many principal components no clear benefit of 
exponential map is apparent.  
This result is particularly interesting because quaternion 
representation increases the length of the input vector by 
almost 4/3 because it requires 4 instead of 3 values that the 
other representations employ per joint. 
Smoothness of data seems more important for FPCA 
efficiency in our approach than linearity of data. Therefore, 
Euler angle representation is considered unsuitable data 
driven motion synthesis that follows the considered FPCA 
based methodology for dimension reduction. The importance 
of smoothness is underlined because exponential mal data 
without smoothing quaternions showed results that are only 
slightly better than Euler angle representation. 
All the motion capture data used in our experiments come 
from the same motion capture system, and post-processing 
steps are the same for all data.  Therefore, data is considered 
comparable regarding quality for the different motions. While 
quaternion based joint angle representation has been 
successfully applied for other motion capture systems, 
generalizability of results for different motion capture systems 
has not been tested.   
While the tests employ RMS error as quality measure, it 
shall be noted that low reconstruction error does not necessary 
indicate good motion for ergonomics simulation. If e.g. one 
joint is broken in one frame of a motion then the motion is 
normally considered unsuitable for simulation. A similar 
RMS error may be measured for a reconstructed motion that 
has tiny joint angle errors in each frame and therefore is 
considered acceptable. However, visual analysis of 
reconstructed motions makes obvious that at an error level of 
larger than 10 cm², motion quality is normally considered 
inacceptable for ergonomics analysis.  
Smoothing on Euler angle representation has not been 
conducted in the tests because for 3 DoF, Euler angle rotate 
about each axis separately. Smoothing each rotation 
independently is likely to change the implicit artificial 
variance of 3D rotation, which would mean an additional, 
unrelated source of artificial variance for FPCA. 
The considered elementary actions walk, carry, pick and 
place do not represent the majority of actions that are relevant 
for manual assembly operations. Instead, they are considered 
well understood, easy to model and exhibit less motion 
variance than e.g. turning steps. Therefore, the presented 
results may not be generic for all action types.  
7. Conclusion and Outlook 
Three different joint angle representations have been 
applied to a data driven motion synthesis approach that 
models the elementary actions walk, carry, pick and place. 
These actions are practically relevant for manual assembly 
tasks.  
Quaternion based motion representation is considered more 
beneficial to FPCA efficiency than the exponential map 
representation, while Euler representation is considered 
unsuitable for data driven motion synthesis. The benefit 
decreases for complex motions and large number of principal 
components. 
The diminished RMS errors between quaternion and 
exponential map representations make it hard to extrapolate 
results for motions that are more complex or variant rich than 
the four motions considered in the tests. Therefore in future 
research, the experiments should be extended to more 
complex motion types such as tool handling and single 
stances for turning around and side stepping.  
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